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to the shift adjustments obtained from the 
basic stageshift V diagram. The resulting shift 
adjustments are entered on form 9-192a (fig. 
21) or on the recorder chart (fig. 15) and used to 
compute the daily discharges. 

Figure 27 illustrates the use of coefficients to 
generate intermediate V diagrams to fit the indi- 
vidual discharge measurements. 

rating is practically the same as one that would 

Records from digital recorders 
Digital recorder tape segments are processed 

individually by a “primary computation.” This 
process converts the punched values into a 
listing similar to figure 28, usually cakd the 
primary computation sheet, or “PPO.” The dis- 
charge figures are tentative, and the gage 
height figures are usually final. The printed 
figures are scanned manually for evidence of 
equipment malfunction, edited and corrected 
where necessary, and used in an “update” com- 
putation to produce either a corrected record of 
daily discharges or, at the end of the year, the 
final recoti (fig. 29) that is used as a page of the 
published record. 

Primary computation 

The punched-tape segment, rating descriptors 
or table, and information regarding datum cor- 
rections and shift adjustments are entered into 
the ADP system by using the formats pre- 
scribed in the WATSTORE User’s Guide. The 
program applies each recorded instantaneous 
gage height, modified by any datum and shift 
adjustments, to the rating and obtains the in- 
stantaneous discharge. The average of all the in- 
stantaneous gage heights (corrected for datum 
error) and discharges for each day are printed 
(fig. 28). This procedure subdivides every day 
into segments onepunch interval long regard- 
less of the range in stage. The daily mean gage 
heights are adjusted for the effect of subdivi- 
sion, and the adjusted values are printed as 
“equivalent gage heights.” Daily discharges 
can usually be revised later, without reprocess- 
ing the recorder tapes, by applying a different 
rating or revised-shift adjustments to the equiv- 
alent gage heights. A daily discharge computed 
from an equivalent gage height and revised 

be computed by rerunning the primary compu- 
tation with that rating if the revised and orig- 
inal rat&g curves (or shift curves, if used) have 
roughly similar shapes. The few exceptions in- 
clude all days with periods of zero flow indi- 
cated by either the primary or update effective 
ratings and a few days where the primary or up- 
date effective ratings are practically the same at 
the equivalent gage height but not at other gage 
heightis recorded during that day. Discharges 
for these d.ays may be computed manually or by 
renmning the recorder tapes. 

A primary computation is a rapid and simple 
operation if the equipment functions properly, 
the datum correction is well defined, and the 
discharge rating remains stable throughout the 
period.. Equipment problems such as faulty 
punctig, or float tape or cable jumping its 
splines, make the task much more difficult. 
‘These problems can be minimized by careful 
field maintenance and the use of surge chains or 
other Idevices to maintain tension in the float 
tape while the recorder is locked for punching. 
,The d.atum correction needs careful considera- 
tion before each primary computation because 
the only way that a subsequent change can be 
reflected in the printed list of gage heights is to 
rerun ,the primary computation. 

A primary computation is normally made as 
soon as possible after the removal of the 
recorder tape to provide a readable gageheight 
record for the identification of any recorder 
malfunctions. The computed discharges-final, 
approximate, or grossly in error-will normally 
be stored in the WATSTORE Daily Values File 
until the update process. Several protection op- 
tions described in the WATSTORE User’s 
Guide are available to prevent a user from 
retrieving erroneous data from the daily records 
file. 

Many primary computations can be run in 
such a way that the discharge figures will he 
useful or even final. For those few gaging sta- 
tions where the discharge rating is stable and 
shift adjustments are not needed, the primary 
computation will usually generate final 
discharge records without any special effort. If 
the high and medium parts of the discharge 
rating are stable and the low-water part shifts 
only during substantial rises, use the latest 
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FIGURE 2’7.-Use of stqpshifbvariation diagram coefficients to fit shift curves to discharge measurements. 

rating and a time-varied V diagram as illustrated 
in figure 26. Change the shift pattern only dur- 
ing the highest rise between discharge 
measurements, the most logical time for a 
change in low-water shifts. Some ratings shift 
erratically at all stages. The shifting is usually 
more rapid during rises than during low-water 
periods. Interpolation of shifts with time and 
stage is practical for the primary computation 
of some such stations where weekly or more fre- 
quent measurements are made. Otherwise, the 
x-ecmds for very unstable channels are most 
easily processed by using the latest rating 

without any shift adjusments. Then a hydra 
graph of the resulting discharge records, undis- 
torted by incorrect shifts, will be used as a guide 
when the updating is done with final shift ad- 
justments based on additional data (gage 
heights, records for other stations, hydrograph 
appearance, and so forth) as shown in figure 22. 

The primary computation sheet, edited as will 
be described in the section on “updating,” con- 
tains most of the information for an ADP record 
that form 9-192a (fig. 21) and recorder charts 
(fig. 15) show for a graphic-recorder station. It 
should be treated and preserved accordingly. 
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FIGUFLE 28.-Primary ~compuhttion sheet. 

Notes for station analysis 

Notes to be included in the “station 
analysis,” described in a subsequent section, 
should be written when each primary computa- 
tion sheet is received. The datum correction 
paragraph notes are updated to reflect the cor- 
rections included in each set of primary com- 
putation supplementary data. Any changes in 
location or equipment should be described in the 
paragraph headed “Equipment.” All irregu 
larities in the gage-height record, such as timer 
failure or faulty-intake action, should be 
discussed and listed by dates in the “Gage 
height record” paragraph. The ratings used for 
the primary work should be listed in the 
“Rating” paragraph and their adequacy de 
scribed. Shift distribution and V-diagram use 
should be explained in the “Discharge” para- 
graph. The notes will be consolidated when the 
final update is made. 

Updating 

The update is a procedure that follows the 
primary computation and uses one or more 
subsequent passes of daily data through the 
computer to correct errors in the primary com- 
putation caused by faulty gageheight record, 
ice effect, erroneous shift adjustments, or 
datum corrections. Updated discharges can be 
computed manually and substituted for the 
primary discharges, or, for some periods, com- 
puted entirely by ADP. Preparation of data for 
updating is described in the WATSTORE 
User’s Guide. 

Before starting to update a period of record, 
which may be as short as a month or as long as 
a year, retrieve a hydrograph similar to the one 
in figure 30 from the WATSTORE Daily Values 
File (hydrograph details are discussed in a sub 
sequent section) or plot one from the primary 
computation sheet discharges. Plot the dis- 
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DISCNARGE. IN CUL)IC FEET PER SECOND. WATER WAR OCTOBER 1977 TO SEPTEMWR 1978 

NC&N VALUES 

CAL 19 1977 TOTAL 10643.3 NEAN 29.2 NAl 592 MIN 3.0 CFSN .42 IN 5.75 K-F7 21110 
ITR YR 1978 TOTAL 32544.5 MEAN 09.2 NAX 592 YIN 3.0 CFSW 1.30 IN 17.57 AC-F1 6+5SO 

FIGURE 29.-Final discharge record printout. 

charge measurements as colored circles on the 
appropriate days. The hydrograph will indicate 
any periods that may need attention and pro 
vide clues about the dates of rating shifts. 

Assemble the primary computation sheets for 
the period to be updated. Check the starting 
and ending days against the prior and subse 
quent sheets for continuity or agreement with 
discharge-measurement notes when changes 
were made to the control. Scrutinize the hourly 
gage-height lists, especially those for days la- 
beled “A” or “R,” (fig. 28) for mispunches or in- 
correctly read punches. Look for sudden 
changes in stage or long periods of no change 
that could indicate recorder failure or plugged 
intakes. Check the discharge hydrograph for 
odd-looking periods (recession curve lower after 
a rise than before, recession faster than rise, and 
sin&x inconsistencies), and if any questionable 
periods are found, study the corresponding gage 

heights and shift adjustments to find the 
reason. Check the datum corrections listed on 
the primary computation sheet against the sta- 
tion analysis paragraph. See that each change 
(resetting) to the principal gage is reflected by a 
change in continuity of the punched-gage 
heights and that the applied correction restores 
the continuity and agrees with the station 
analysis. Resolve any minor differences by ac- 
cepting the primary computation to avoid 
unnecessary rerunning of the tapes for the 
affected periods. 

Decide whether the ratings and shift adjust- 
ments used for the primary computation are 
adequate or if updating is needed for all or part 
of the record. Check the shift-adjustment com- 
putations for all periods whose discharge 
records are acceptable. Those for other periods 
will not be used and need not be checked. Fre- 
pare new ratings and V diagrams (if used) for 
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periods that wilI be recomputed and have them 
checked by another hydrographer. Try the new 
rating or shift adjustments by making a manual 
computation every 10th day or so and for about 
2 days inqediately before and after any periods 
that will be estimated. 

Fill in the discharges for periods of ice effect 
or no gageheight record (more about these 
special computations later). Treat periods of 
particularly erratic shift-adjustment distribu- 
tion as periods of no gageheight record. 

When the data for the updating process 
(ratings, shift distributions, and substituted 
discharges) are ready to prepare for computer 
input, the final hydrograph position should be 
sketched in, on the basis of manually computed 
values for occasional days, so there will be no 
surprises in the final record. 

Have all computations for ratings, percent 
differences, shift adjustments, and substituted 
values checked before rumGng the update. Ob- 
tain a new hydrograph from the WATSTORE 
Daily Values File after the update results have 
been stored. Plot the discharge measurements 
on the new hydrograph and scan it for any 
mistakes that may have survived the previous 
checking. 

After the update is complete and all figures 
are final, update the primary computation sheet 
neatly in ink as shown in figure 28. The entries 
should include all of the discharges changed by 
recomputation or substitution, the revised shift 
adjustments, and the gage heights from backup 
recorders or graphs. If any datum corrections 
were revised after the primary computation, 
rerunning the tapes is normally more conve 
nient than manual entry of all the related 
changes. The edited primary computation sheet 
should represent the final record as published, 
and any figures that are formally revised in the 
future will be shown on this sheet. 

Records from graphic recorders 

During previously described operations, the 
form 9-192a (fig. 21) was partially completed by 
listing the daily mean gage heights. The 
subdividedday gage heights were computed 
and checked on the recorder charts. The shift 

adjustments, if used, must be distributed and 
listed on form 9-192a and on the chart’s sub- 
division tabulations. Discharge for all but the 
specially computed periods (ice effect, missing 
record, and so forth) can then be computed from 
the rating table and entered on form 9-192a. 
Discharges likely to be changed (winter months 
and tentative shift adjustments, for instance) 
may be entered in pencil, and the others may be 
entered directly in ink. 

Disdhargemeasurement numbers are usually 
written on form 9-192a in the space for the day 
on which they were made, and shift adjust- 
ments may be written as shown in figure 21. 
The symbol “v” indicates that the shift varied 
during the day. Tentative figures previously 
penciled in are inked after they are checked and 
accepted as final. 

Distribution of small shift adjustments, with 
time and stage, can be made by inspection 
directly on form 9-192a. Large or complex shift- 
adjustment distribution is best done with V 
diagrams and coefficients. If a new rating is 
started in use on October 1, a smooth transition 
between discharge records for the end of the 
previous year and the start of the current year 
must be maintained. One useful transition 
method is to treat the previous September 30 
gage height and discharge as a discharge 
measurement. Compute the applicable shift ad- 
justrnent for that day and distribute the adjust- 
ment between September 30 and the first dis- 
charge measurement of the current year. 

AU computations including shift-adjustment 
distribul;ion, shift curves, and the subdivided 
days must be checked by a second hydrog- 
raph5er who initials and dates form 9-192a in the 
appropriate space. The monthly figures, except 
daily discharge totals, are left blank. They will 
be computed by ADP when the final update is 
made and may be copied onto form 9-192a at 
that time if the district considers them 
necessary. 

Relcords from non recording gages 

The process used to compute and check the 
discharge computations for nonrecording gages 
is identical to that for graphic recorders. 
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Discharge hydrographs 

A semilogarithmic plot of daily discharges, 
similar to that in figure 30, depicts the day-to- 
day variations in discharge in an easy-tosee 
form, revealing some of the errors in basic data, 
computations, or shift distribution. It is one of 
the most valuable tools available for quick as- 
sessment of record consistency and is indispen- 
sable for estimating discharges for periods of ice 
effect or missing gageheight record. The 
records for several stations in an area can be 
compared by placing their hydrographs on a 
light table and shifting the individual sheets to 
obtain the best fit. The discharge hydrograph 
for a manually computed record can be plotted 
while the discharge figures are being computed. 
In this way, the effects of the shift distribution 
can be studied as the discharge points are 
plotted. An automatically plotted hydrograph 
of the discharge figures in the WATSTORE 
Daily Values File at any time can be retrieved 
(see WATSTORE User’s Guide). Interim hydra 
graphs, automatically plotted, of primary com- 
putation figures are particularly useful in the 
update process, and an automatically plotted 
final hydrograph is always preferable to a 
manually plotted version for use as the perma- 
nent file copy. Show normally computed records 
as a black line, estimates in color, and discharge 
measurements as colored circles on the final 
hydrograph. 

National Weather Service records of daily 
maximum and minimum temperatures and 
daily precipitation are used in the discharge 
computations for periods of ice effect. Figure 31 
illustrates one convenient format for weather 
records. Prints of the form provide worksheets 
for stations in the area of the weather station, 
with space to plot the winter hydrograph on a 
rectangular grid which is convenient for some 
applications. 

Periods of no gage-height recoi-d 

Discharge for periods of equipment malfunc- 
tion or unusual stream conditions (backwater 
from leaves, debris, or tributaries) where the 
gageheight record cannot be used directly must 
be estimated, usually by one of the methods de 

scribed in Water-Supply Paper 2175 (Rantz and 
others, 1982). These methods involve the use of 
some combination of interpolation, reconstruc- 
tion of missing gageheight records, and the use 
of records for other stations, power plant gen- 
eration records, reservoir records, and weather 
records. The estimated figures are entered on 
form 9-192a or into the ADP update process by 
substitution. 

Periods of ice effect 

The presence of ice at a stream’s control 
causes the gage height to indicate flow greater 
than the actual discharge. The computation of 
discharge for a period when the stream was 
frozen is a complex and highly subjective proc- 
ess, different for each section of the country. 
Water-Supply Paper 2175 describes the freezing 
phenomenon in detail and explains the dis- 
charge computation methods that apply under 
many conditions. The figures so computed are 
substituted for those previously entered on 
form 9-192a or are included in the updating of 
digital recorder records. 

Stat ion Analysis 
The station analysis, illustrated in figure 32, 

is a complete and formal discussion of the data 
collected for the current year. It details the 
amount and kind of data, its probable accuracy, 
and the method used for processing it. Notes for 
inclusion in each section should be written, by 
the hydrographers who actually analyzed that 
part of the record, when the work is done. For 
example, the gageheight record section notes 
will generally be prepared by the individuals 
who made the primary computations or copied 
the gage heights on form 9-192b, the rating sec- 
tion by the individuals who analyzed the rating, 
and so forth. The hydrographer who prepares 
the final update for the water year reviews these 
notes and writes the station analysis. The 
checker should always review the entire anal- 
ysis carefully. It should be written clearly and 
concisely. Additional sections may be added to 
suit local needs, but the analysis must include 
the following six general headings: 
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Egaipmer:t,-Start with a short statement
telling the type of recorder, principal gage, and
shelter- Diet the permanent structures outside
the gage, such as outside gages, cableways and
concrete controls that affect the record quality.
Mention all changes in equipment and the
dates.
Gage-height record.-Make a general state-

meat about the accuracy and continuity of the
gage-height record, listing all periods of missing
record and the reasons for them. For a period of
clock stoppage, tell if a range in stage was avail-
able or if a graph was drawn based ou the ob-
server's gage readings . List the dates for which
daily gage readings am available . Mention any
periods for which the record is doubtful or poor
because of lagging intakes, plugged orifice,
insensitive manometer, or other causes and
whether the doubtful record was used . If there
is more than onerecorder at a station, tell which
recorder was used for what period to oompu.te
the discharge regard.

Datum and gage-height correctian4--Insert
the gag height correction material prepared as
previously described if necessary.
Rating,-Give a brief description of the con-

trol and channel as they pertain W the current
year's record. Next give the total number of
measurements made during the year, their
serial numbers, and the range in discharge of
the measurements made during the year. Tell
which were affected by ice or other unusual con-
dition4- Explain the rest of the measurements,
either individually or in groups, in terms of how
they plotted with respect to the rating or
ratings used during the year and why. If a new
rating is drawn, state the basis for doing so.
Give the reason for not drawing a new rating
when une seems warranted . Explain anything
out of the ordinary to help someone unfarniliar
with the station to understand the situation.
Discharge.-For a digital recorder station,

use a separate paragraph for a beef description
of the primary compuWtions. giving the ratings
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and types of shift adjustments used . Discuss
the adequacy of the primary discharge records
and the reason8 For accepting or rejecting them
as final records_ In the opening sentence of the
update paragraph (first paragraph for graphic
recorder and nonrecording stations) state which
ratings were used for the final discharge figures
and their periods of use. Give the coordinates of
the V diagrams used unless that information is
shown elsewhere, such as on an ADP printout,
List the periods for which special discharge
computations (ice, missing record, or back-
water) were used and give the basis for the
computations . Explain all unusual features of
the discharge record .
Remarks--Give the general accuracy of the

record . A rating of excellent means that about
95 percent of the daily discharges are correct
within 5 percent, good, within 10 percent: and
fair, within 15 percent_ Poor means that daily
discharges have less than fair accuracy, if some

period is considerably below the rest in overall
accuracy because of a lack of qupporting data or
because of a special method of computation,
that period should be noted and rated lower in
accuracy . The accuracy rating assigned in the
station analysis must agree with the accuracy
rating in the station manuscript_

Progress Documentation

Use some type of form to indicate the mnple-
don of each step in the record computation by a

check mark, initials, or shading of an area and
ttr ensure that the work is being done systemati-
cally and completely . The format of the sheet
used depends on the type of gage and the proce-
dures adopted by the field office to collect the

data and compute the record . Figure 33 il-
lustrates one type of progress form that can be
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Sta. No. 

PROGRESS CHECKLIST 

COMPUTATION OF DIGITAL RECORDER RECORDS 

Water Year 

PRIMARY COMPUTATIONS 

Review disch. casts. - check ghts with tape 
Review tape for continuity with previous tape 
Update datum correction and apply to tape headers and meas. 
List discharge msts. and remarks on 9-207 
Plot disch. msts. (worksheet) - if rating is OK, skip a line 
Prepare discriptors for new rating - obtain RATLIST 
Compute shift adjustments and percent diff. 
Prepare or update V-diagram - distribute shifts 
Update station analysis notes 

Transmit tapes and supplemental data - obtain hydrograph 

UPDATE 

Plot disch. msts. on prim. camp. hydrograph 
Review levels data. Update datum correct. Rerun P.C. if necess. 
Review P.C. sheets (continuity and agreement with meas.) 
Review rating.. If P.C. rating is satisfactory, skip three lines 
Prepare new work curve sheet 
Prepare descriptors for new rating - obtain RATLIST 
Recompute shifts and % for update period msts. 
Update old or prepare new V-diagram 
Distribute shift adjustments 
Rough in final hydrograph position on P.C. hydrograph 
Compute ice, missing, and other special computation records 
Update station analysis notes 
Check the above work 
Prepare station analysis final copy (typed) 
Check final station analysis 
Prepare master curve sheet 

Transmit update material - request hydrograph 
Plot meas. on new hydrograph 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 

Compute and list peak disch., min. disch., and aver. disch. 
Prepare manuscript and annual report page copy 
Check above work 

QUALITY CONTROL 

Prepare basin comparison (monthly records) 
Check comparison 

Broad review (all records) 

Intensive review with memorandum (selected records) 

FIGURE 33.-Typical progress form. 

used for digital recorder stations whose primary 
computations are run currently and updated I 

Quality Assurance 
monthly, quarterly, or annually. Equivalent 
forms for graphic-recorder stations are simpler, 
and more elaborate forms can be designed to in- 
dicate the percent completion of each record at 
any time. 

Thle quality of a station record depends to a 
large extent on natural conditions at the site 
and the management practices used to obtain 
the best records with the available manpower 
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and equipment. The adequacy of a record can be 
gaged to some extent by having an experienced 
hydrographer review the process used to obtain 
the data and compute the record. The reviewer 
ensures that approved methods were used 
throughout or that locally devised procedures 
were proper. All records should receive a brief 
review by a hydrographer not involved in the 
computations. A few records (5-10 percent of 
the total) should be thoroughly reviewed, and a 
memorandum of review prepared by a super- 
visor each year. An outside (regional, other 
district, or headquarters) assessment of tech- 
nical operations is provided about every other 
year and includes a thorough review of a sam- 
pling of the gaging-station records. 

Parts of most discharge computations depend 
on subjective judgment, especially for rating 
extensions, shift distribution, and estimates. 
Substantial errors are usually apparent from 
hydrographic comparison of each station record 
with others from the same general area. A basin 
comparison of monthly and annual discharges 
may provide a good check for major errors. 
Figure 34 illustrates the simplest type of basin 
comparison, one that can be used in a relatively 
humid area where the runoff from gaged areas is 
comparable to that from ungaged areas. A table 
of monthly discharges for all stations in a basin 
is arranged in downstream order. The monthly 
discharges must be adjusted for travel time be 
tween adjacent stations by advancing the 
downstream station period by an estimated 

Ohio River Basin 
1 Wabash River Basin (continued) 
2 Little Wabash - Effingham 

number of days. The runoff figures (in cubic feet 
per second per square mile) for tributary sta- 
tions are listed and those for ungaged areas are 
computed, listed, and underlined. If the gaging 
station records are free from gross errors, the 
underlined runoff figures will ordinarily be com- 
parable to the other figures in the column. 

The discharge of streams in arid areas does 
not increase uniformly downstream and may 
decrease in certain reaches. The gains or losses 
in monthly flow between stations do not indi- 
cate the reliability of records for this type of 
stream, and other assessments based on knowl- 
edge of the hydrology of the region must be 
made. 

If the assessment procedure identifies the 
records for a very poor site as dubious, altema- 
tives to collecting daily discharge records there 
should be considered. 
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BASIN COMPARISON 
(Portion of Ohio River Basin in Illinois - 1977-78 Water Year) 

3 Ungaged [ 4 - 2 ] 
4 Little Wabash - Louisville 
5 Ungaged [ 6 - 4 1 
6 Little Wabash - Clay City 
7 
a Skillet Fk. - Iuka 
9 Horse Cr. - Keene 

10 Ungaged [ 11-c 8 + 9 )I 
11 Skillet Fk. - Wayne City 
12 Ungaged [ 13 -( 6 + 11) 
13 Little Wabash - Carrrl 
14 Little Wabash - Cami 
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FIGURE 34.-Basin comparison of monthly and annual runoff. 
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ADP
Diiechergt hydugsiLph

Primary computasxiom

Shape curve

Shift adjuetmmt

Shliting-amtrul method
Static* analyain

UpdFw.
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Autornetic data processing used to compute the discharge records for dsgital recorder stations
A aemilogarithnuc plot of daily mean diLwharges for a water year . used as a visual check of the

continuity of computed discharges and a means of comparing discharges faw different.
stations

The ADP pnxt~ss normally used for the first pass of scmarnflow data through the computer-
The rmxxder tape, rating, shaft-adlustrnentaiiatrihu6on insixuctions, and datum corrections

input- A tentative daily discharge and hourly pa},~height printout arc output and a diQ-
chargw hydrograph is optional .

An unde9irahle dischergo-radng charaeteristir in which the straight-Like segments of a
logwi0amit rating come, when plotted using rectangular oxwdinates, billow upward hr
Cween ncxiea at the descriptor points . The carrwspsmcling raring table has erratic discharge
differences per tenth foot of gage-height difference .

A pre6cnta rating curve, or one based on a 9pecial study- whose shape is similar to thfL rating,
=-e being developed

An adXustment . usually varying with time and 4tage, applied w gage heights in order to cnrn-
penaare for achange in the rating shape or p+xaitinn

The systematic use of shift ardj us[mtants as a aubstitutp for rF}-i5+d rating8
A narrative description, in a standard format., of the g*ng-stati(at equipment, its perform-
ance . and the rneth{An used tocompute the discharge mcrzd

The ADP process by which discharges from the primary cmnpurauon acre revised by using a
different discharge rating. different shift adjustments, pr substitura~i manually ccut3putrd
values to compile the final discharge record,

Volume 5 lreoorci prc.oegsingl and voLurnc 1 ]data files] of a get of instrurtiaan manuals regarding
the format of data input tea the AD P svstern used for discharg -recxud camputadon .
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